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Abstract
In the LFT approach to Exact Real Arithmetic we study the question how many
argument digits are needed to produce a certain number of result digits We present
upper and lower bounds for many simple functions and operations and for expo
nential and square root
 Introduction
In this paper we work in an approach to Exact Real Arithmetic where real
numbers are represented as potentially innite streams of information units
called digits Hence an algorithm to compute a certain expression over real
numbers is a device that reads some input streams and produces an output
stream Algorithms like this never terminate but are considered as satisfac
tory if they produce any desired number of output digits in nite time ie
from a nite number of input digits by a nite number of internal operations
The time eciency of a real number algorithm indicates how much time
T n it takes to produce n result digits It clearly depends on the number
of input digits needed to produce the n output digits and on the complexity
of the internal operations that digest the input digits While we had mainly
considered the internal complexity in 	
 we look for lower and upper bounds
for the number of input digits in the paper at hand input complexity
As in the previous papers we work in the framework of Linear Fractional
Transformations LFTs that provide an elegant approach to real number
arithmetic  Onedimensional LFTs are used as digits and to
implement basic unary functions while twodimensional LFTs provide binary
operations such as addition and multiplication and can be combined to obtain
innite expression trees denoting transcendental functions In Section  we
present the LFT approach in some detail In Section  we study the input
complexity of unary functions that may be realised by a single onedimensional
c
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LFT Then we turn to twodimensional LFTs in Section 	 and consider ad
dition and multiplication in particular Finally we consider the more complex
operations of exponential and square root providing an analysis of the input
complexity of
p
x for all x in  including the two end points  and 
 Exact Real Arithmetic by Linear Fractional Trans
formations
In this section we recall the framework of exact real arithmetic via LFTs
 In contrast to previous work of the author 	
 we do not follow
exactly the version used by the group of Edalat and Potts at Imperial Col
lege  but change the base interval from  to   The
reasons for this change and its pros and cons are discussed in Section  after
the basic notions have been introduced
 LFTs and Matrices
Linear Fractional Transformations LFTs are functions x 
axc
bxd
from reals
to reals parameterised by numbers a b c and d In general these numbers
may be reals but in this paper we shall only consider LFTs with integer
parameters as it is usually done in practical implementations of exact real
arithmetic
More precisely LFTs are functions from R


to R


where R

 Rfg
is the onepoint compactication of the real line and R


 R

 fg is R

plus an additional undened value  The value arises as r with r  
and on the other hand the value of the LFT at  is dened as ab The
undened value  arises as  and the value of any LFT at  is 
The four parameters of an LFT may be presented as a matrix M 

a
b
c
d

of integers hereafter matrix Thus any matrix M 

a
b
c
d

denotes an
LFT hMi with hMix 
axc
bxd
 Clearly common factors of the four entries
of the matrix do not matter the matrices M and kM denote the same LFT
if k is a nonzero integer Thus we get an equivalence M


kM for k  
In particular M


M holds As a slight normalisation we usually present
matrices in a way such that the lower right entry is nonnegative d 	 
In the sequel we shall identify matrices and LFTs writing Mx instead of
hMix
Multiplication of matrices preserves equivalence and corresponds to com
position of LFTs Addition of matrices does not preserve equivalence so
it does not lead to a welldened LFT operation LFTs with nonzero de
terminant nonsingular LFTs map R

to R

and are invertible An integer
representation of the inverse is given by

a
b
c
d




d
b
c
a



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 Applying LFTs to Intervals
The set R

can be visualised as a circle Inter
vals u v are anticlockwise arcs from u to v eg
   fx 
 R j   x  g and    fx 
 R j
  x or x  g  fg






Nonsingular LFTs map intervals to intervals if detM   then M u v
is MuMv while for detM   we get M u v  MvMu For the
base interval   these formulae specialise to M    
ca
db

ca
db
 for
M 

a
b
c
d

with detM   and 
ca
db

ca
db
 if detM   For singular LFTs
M u v may contain 
An LFT M 

a
b
c
d

is bounded if it avoids the values  and  on  
ie if M    R This is equivalent to saying that the denominator bxd
avoids  for x in   or that d  jbj under the general assumption d 	 
An LFT M 

a
b
c
d

is rening if it maps the interval   to itself ie
if M      This notion was studied in  for arbitrary intervals
Rening LFTs are bounded and bounded LFTs are monotone functions from
  to R monotone in the sense of analysis ie increasing or decreasing
Such functions attain their extremal values at the two end points of their
domain of denition Hence a bounded LFT M is rening i jMj 


ca
db


  and jMj 


ca
db


  By boundedness d b   and d  b  
hold and thus a bounded LFT M is rening i
d b 	 ja cj and d b 	 ja cj
under the general assumption d 	  Note that addition of these two condi
tions yields d 	 ja  cj  ja  cj  maxjaj jcj which implies d 	 jaj and
d 	 jcj for rening matrices
The product of rening matrices is rening again and the product AB of
a bounded matrix A by a rening matrix B is bounded
An LFT M 

a
b
c
d

is ane i b   The nonsingular ane LFTs form
a subgroup of the group of all nonsingular LFTs An ane LFT M 

a

c
d

with d 	  is bounded i d   and rening i d 	 maxja  cj ja  cj 
jaj jcj
 Representing Reals by LFTs
Using the base interval   an innite stream of nonsingular matricesM


M

    denes the interval


n
M

M

    M
n
  
The intersection is ltered decreasing if the LFTs M
n
are rening for all
n   If almost all M
n
are suciently contractive then the intersection in
 shrinks to a singleton set In this case the stream of matrices or LFTs
denotes a unique real number it converges
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Because of the usage of matrix multiplication in  we consider a stream
of matrices converging to a real number x as a formal innite product and
write x 
Q

n
M
n
 Many real numbers can be elegantly represented by
such innite products To control the information ow in computations with
reals it turned out to be useful to convert these representations into a kind
of standard form The group of Edalat and Potts at Imperial College 
proposed such a standard form where the rst matrixM

must be one of four
sign matrices while the remaining ones are taken from a nite set of digit
matrices
The four possible sign matrices correspond to rotations of the unit circle
by 

 

 

 and 

 They can be explicitly described as follows
S








S

    
S








S

   
S








S

   
S








S

    
These four matrices form a cyclic group of four elements if common factors
do not matter The upper indices are in fact exponents and we have S
i
S
j

S
ij mod 	
 in particular S

and S

are inverse to each other
There are many possible sets of digit matrices one for every base r  
The implementation of Edalat and Potts  uses base r   In this paper
we consider integer bases r 	 
Fix an integer r 	  Every real number in the interval   has a
representation as
P

n
k
n
r
n
with integer digits k
n
satisfying jk
n
j  r Digits
may be negative  These digits correspond to ane maps x 
xk
r
that
are LFTs A
r
k




k
r

 mapping the interval   into 
k
r

k
r
 These
image intervals have length r and cover   The image intervals coming
from successive values of k overlap in a common interval of length r This
provides the redundancy needed in exact real arithmetic
In the special case r   there are three digit matrices A










A









 and A









 which map   to   





 and  
respectively
A product of digit matrices is again a digit matrix in a bigger base For
instance
Q
n
i
A
r
k
i
 A
r
n
K
holds with K 
P
n
i
k
i
 r
ni

 Computation by LFTs
LFTs can be used not only to represent real numbers but also to perform
computations with real numbers Using suitable LFTs x 
axc
bxd
 basic func
tions such as x  x  x  x and x 

x
can be easily expressed
Given a rening matrixM and an argument x represented as a converging
stream of matrices the computation of Mx is performed by a sequence of
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absorptions and emissions Absorption means that M consumes the rst ma
trix D

of x thereby becoming M D

 which is rening again It corresponds
to the equality
M  D

D

     M D

  D

    	
Emission means that M produces one further matrix D of the result thereby
becoming D

M  It corresponds to
D

    D
n
 M  D

    D
n
D  D

M 

Emission of D is allowed only if D

M is rening which holds if and only
if M   D  The rst matrix to be emitted should be a sign
matrix while the remaining ones should be digit matrices A
r
k
of the chosen
base r Because of the builtin redundancy there are often two sometimes
even three dierent candidates for emission In this case it does not matter
which one is emitted
For small bases such as r   it is possible to check for each digit matrix
A
r
k
individually whether it may be emitted The paper 
 contains a method
to determine suitable values of k for large bases r
A possible strategy for the computation of Mx is as follows emit digits
until no further emission is possible then absorb one digit of x again emit
digits until no longer possible etc
	 Tensors
To compute sums products etc two
dimensional LFTs are employed They
are characterised by  integer parameters and thus can be represented by 
	matrices of integers called tensors A tensor T 

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

denotes the
bistrict function T  R


 R


 R


given by T x y 
axycxeyg
bxydxfyh

Again common factors do not matter Thus we may assume h 	  as a weak
normalisation
For xed x the function T j
x
 y  T x y is an LFT with T j
x


axe
bxf
cxg
dxh

 Similarly for xed y an LFT T j
y
 x  T x y results
where T j
y


ayc
byd
eyg
fyh


A tensor T is bounded if it avoids the values  and  on arguments
from   ie if T  

  R In case of h 	  this is equivalent
to bxy  dx  fy  h   for all x y 
   For xed x and variable
y 
   the expression bxy  dx  fy  h  bx  fy  dx  h attains
its minimum at y   or y   Similarly the resulting expressions d 
bx  h  f and d  bx  h  f attain their minimum at x   or
x   Hence boundedness is equivalent to bxy  dx  fy  h   for
x y 
 f     g The resulting four conditions may
be summarised to h  b  jf  dj and h  b  jf  dj For b   these two
conditions are equivalent to the one condition h  jdj jf j
A tensor T is rening if it maps arguments from   to results in  
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ie T  

    For bounded T and xed x in   T j
x
  
R is a bounded LFT therefore monotone increasing or decreasing and thus
attains its extremal values at  and  The resulting functions T j

and T j

from   to R are again monotone and thus attain their extremal values at
 and  too This shows that a bounded tensor T is rening i jT x yj  
for x y 
 f     g
 Computation with Tensors
It is quite obvious that addition subtraction multiplication and division
can be represented by suitable tensors  Edalat and Potts then
found representations for many transcendental functions by innite tensor
expressions of the general shape fx  T

x T

x T

x    It remains to
show how to actually compute T x y for a given integer tensor T 
Emissions can be done as in the onedimensional case in emitting a digit
D tensor T is replaced by D

 T  which is a tensor again Emission of D is
allowed only if D

 T is rening
Since digits can be absorbed from both arguments there are two kinds
of absorptions absorption of a digit D from the left argument transforms T
into T
L
D while absorption from the right argument yields T
R
D Right
absorption can be dened by writing a tensor T as a row T
L
 T
R
 of two
matrices and specifying
T
L
 T
R

R
M  T
L
M T
R
M 
To dene left absorption let T

be T with the two middle columns exchanged
Then let T
L
M  T

R
M

 and so
T
L
M

 T

R
M and T
R
M

 T

L
M 
 Changing the Base Interval
The work of Peter Potts  contains many innite expressions representing
constants and transcendental functions These expressions cannot be taken
over immediately if the base interval is changed The reason is that the base
interval is an implicit part of the denition of the meaning of any innite
expression For instance if the base interval is  an innite stream of
nonsingular matrices M

 M

    denes the interval


n
M

M

    M
n
 
Since the sign matrices S

     and S

     are
mutually inverse bijections this can be translated to   as follows


n
M

M

  M
n
 


n
M

M

  M
n
S

 

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


n
S

S

M

S

S

M

S

  M
n
S

 
S

	


n
S

M

S

S

M

S

    S

M
n
S

 


This shows rst that in innite products the base interval should be made
explicit and second that the change of base interval may be done with the
following formula

Y
n
M
n
  S



Y
n
S

M
n
S

 
For instance  contains an innite product for Eulers number
e


Y
n

n 
n 
n 
n


which becomes
e
 S


Y
n




	n 

 
by formula  and cancelling a common factor of  In calculations as above
it is useful to know that
S



a
b
c
d

 S



a b c d
a b c d
a b  c d
a b  c d


Formula  also applies to innite tensor expressions For this one has to
understand that fx  T

x T

x    really means fx 
Q

n
T
n
j
x
I


for the chosen base interval I

 By  we obtain

Y
n
T
n
j
x
  S


Y
n
S

 T
n
j
x
 S

   S


Y
n
S

 T
n
R
S

j
x
  
For instance  contains the tensor expression
e
S

x


Y
n

n  
n  
n 
n
n
n 
n 
n 





x

for x in  With the formula above this becomes
e
S

x
 S


Y
n




	n 



	n 





x
 
for x in  In doing this calculation note that the left half S

 T
R
S


L
of a transformed tensor is S

 T
L
 S

 and analogously with the right half
This means that a tensor is transformed by applying Formula  to its left
and right half separately

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As a nal step one may substitute x in  by S

u with u in  
Using T j
Mu
 T
L
Mj
u
 this yields
e
u
 S


Y
n








	n 





u
 
for u in  
 The Choice of the Base Interval
In this section we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of choosing the
base interval   instead of 
First in the presented framework that includes as a number and employs
the four sign matrices S

through S

 there is not much dierence between
the two base intervals Because S

and S

are bijections between   and
 everything what can be done with  can also be done with  
after some transformation as shown in the previous section
Edalat and Potts name two advantages of  First the imageM 
of  under a nonsingular LFT M 

a
b
c
d

can be easily obtained from
the entries of M  M   
c
d

a
b
 if detM   and 
a
b

c
d
 if detM   In
contrast the calculation of M   requires some computations
Second a matrix or tensor is rening for  i all its entries are non
negative and all its column sums are positive if the matrix or tensor is weakly
normalised so that the sum of its entries is nonnegative This condition is
much simpler than the condition we have derived for renement wrt  
in Sections  and 

For the practical implementation this means that the test whether a
certain matrix can be emitted which basically is a test for renement is
more complex in case of   than in case of  Yet on the other
hand the base interval   comes with digit matrices A
r
k




k
r

 while
with base interval  one uses the slightly more complex digit matrices
D
r
k
 S

A
r
k
S



rk
rk
rk
rk

 Mainly because of the zero entry in A
r
k
 per
forming absorptions and emissions of digit matrices is more ecient in case of
  than in case of 
Because of these contradicting eects it is hard to say which base interval
is more ecient in practice However in my opinion base interval  
has clear advantages on the theoretical side It avoids the troublesome value
 that poses diculties in algebraic transformations and size estimations
Furthermore one may work with the standard metric and standard derivatives
in   while working with  excludes the standard metric In fact
 use a metric on  that is derived from the standard metric on
  Here working in   directly drastically simplies the reasoning
There is another important point in favour of   Many people prefer
to investigate andor implement Exact Real Arithmetic in R instead of R


Rfg The main argument in favour of R

is the totality of reciprocal x 

x

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and indeed any nonsingular LFT in R

 while reciprocal is undened for  if
R is used On the other hand other important operations such as addition
multiplication maximum and exponential are total in R but undened for
certain argument pairs involving 
Now the point is that the usage of the base interval  excludes any
direct application of the LFT approach to Rarithmetic With the base interval
  however the LFT approach can cover Rarithmetic as well as R


arithmeticone only has to change the sign matrices while the digit matrices
A
r
k
are unchanged
Any x in R can be represented as r
k
 u where r is the chosen base k is a
nonnegative integer and u is in   mantissa
exponent approach The
corresponding LFT representation replaces the sign matrices S
i
i       
by

r
k




for k 	  As a slight variation one may also admit negative
exponents k   ie matrices




r
k


Alternatively any x in R can be represented as k  u where k is an in
teger and u is in   integer part  fractional part approach The corre
sponding LFT representation replaces the sign matrices by



k


for integers
k Summarising the base interval   opens the way for using LFTs in
Rarithmetic and for comparing Rarithmetic and R

arithmetic within the
common framework of LFTs
 Contractivity and Expansivity of Matrices
In this section we derive lower and upper bounds for the length of the interval
MI from the length of the interval I    and the data contained in
the bounded matrix M  These bounds can be used to derive bounds for the
number of absorptions required to guarantee a certain number of emissions
 Denition and Basic Properties
A bounded matrix M 

a
b
c
d

induces a function M    R dened by
Mx 
axc
bxd
 Its derivative is given by
M

x 
ad bc
bx  d


The contractivity of M is the supremum of jM

xj for x in   For
bounded M  the contractivity is nite and given by the formula
conM  sup
x	

jM

xj 
jad bcj
d jbj


Note that this formula is dierent from the one in 
 the reason being the
change of base interval The contractivity assigned to a matrix M in those
papers is the same as conS

MS

 dened here see also Section 
The name contractivity comes from the fact that jMxMyj  conM 
jx yj holds for x y in   by the mean value theorem Thus we get an

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upper bound for the length MI of the image interval MI
MI  conM  I
for bounded M and intervals I   
Instead of upper bounds we may compute lower bounds as well getting
the expansivity of M dened by
expM  inf
x	

jM

xj 
jad bcj
d jbj

	
with the property
MI 	 expM  I

for bounded M and intervals I   
If A is bounded and B is rening the matrix product LFT composition
of A and B is bounded again and the chain rule for compositions gives A 
B

x  A

Bx B

x whence conA B  conA conB and expA B 	
expA  expB
Ane bounded LFTs A 

a

c
d

have a constant derivative of size ad
Hence we get conA  expA  jajd and the equalities conA B  conA 
conB and expA B  expA  expB for ane A
 Absorptions and Emissions
How do contractivity and expansivity change during absorptions and emis
sions The digit matrices A
r
k




k
r

are ane with conA
r
k
 expA
r
k


r

Hence we have conM  A
r
k
  conM  conA
r
k


r
conM and expM  A
r
k
 	

r
expM 
The inverse of A
r
k
is

r

k


which is ane with derivative r and so
conA
r
k


M  r conM and expA
r
k


M  r expM follows
Contractivity and expansivity can be used to get information about possi
ble emissions If M is a rening matrix with conM 

r
 then M   
conM    

r
 and therefore M    A
r
k
  for some k since
these intervals have length r and overlap in pieces of length r The in
clusion M    A
r
k
  means that digit matrix A
r
k
may be emitted the
result A
r
k


M after emission will be rening again
If M is rening with conM 

r

 then a digit may be emitted by the
arguments above and afterwards conA
r
k


M 

r
 whence a second digit
may be emitted Iterating these arguments we see


If M is a rening matrix with conM 

r
n
for n 	  then at least n digits
in base r may be emitted from M 
From this statement we easily obtain that a rening M may emit at least
dlog
r
 conMe digits
On the other hand every rening matrix M has M     
and therefore  	 M   	 expM      expM  which im
plies expM   Now if M is a rening matrix that may emit n digits

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then the matrix
!
M resulting from these emissions is still rening and so
exp
!
M  r
n
 expM   or expM 

r
n
 This gives a weak converse of the
statement above


If M is a rening matrix that may emit at least n digits in base r then
expM 

r
n
holds
By contraposition we see that if expM 

r
n
 then at most n   digits can
be emitted Here the hypothesis is equivalent to n  dlog
r
expMe For
n  d  e   an upper bound of d  e emitted digits results Thus we
obtain by combining both sides


A rening matrix M may emit at least dlog
r
 conMe and at most
dlog
r
expMe digits in base r
Ifm digits from an argument x in   are absorbed intoM  the resulting
matrix
!
M has con
!
M  r
m
conM and exp
!
M 	 r
m
expM  Inserting this in
the statement above yields


After absorbing m digits from an argument x in   a rening matrix
M may emit at least m dlog
r
 conMe and at most m  dlog
r
expMe
digits in base r
This statement provides lower and upper bounds for the number of emitted
digits depending on xing a number m of absorbed digits The statement
may easily be turned around to indicate how many digits must be absorbed
in order to produce a xed number n of emitted digits
Theorem  Let M be a rening matrix applied to an argument x in  
In order to emit n digits of Mx in base r at least n dlog
r
expMe and at
most n  dlog
r
 conMe digits from x must be absorbed
The lower bound was already contained in  and the upper bound
appeared in 
 in the less explicit form at most n k for some constant k
For ane M  expM  conM holds and thus the two bounds in Theo
rem  are close together For base  they always dier by one while for
large bases they are even identical in most cases allowing the exact prediction
of the number of required absorptions For nonane M  expM and conM
may dier considerably leading to less accurate estimations
 Working with Sign Matrices
Theorem  deals with the case of a rening matrixM applied to an argument
of   which means that the result is back in   so that no sign matrices
are needed
Now we change to the general case of an arbitrary nonsingular matrix
M applied to an arbitrary argument x from R

 Since M maps R

onto R


nothing can be said about the result without consulting the argument Thus
the rst step is the absorption of the sign matrix of x into the matrix M 

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After doing this we are in the case of applying a nonsingular matrix M to
an unsigned argument u from  
To see what happens in this case one has to check which of the four
special values y

 S

   y

 S

   y

 S

  and y

 S

  
are in the image M  of the interior of the base interval Technically
y
i

M  can be checked by testing M

y
i

  
If M  contains at most one of the four values y

through y

 then
M    S
k
  for some k and thus S
k
can be emitted The resulting
matrix S
k
M is rening and we are back in the case of Theorem 
If M  contains more than one of the special values y

through y


then M   is not contained in any of the four intervals S
k
  ie no
sign matrix can be emitted In this case digits from the arguments must
be absorbed until eventually the emission of a sign matrix will become possi
ble This will always happen after a bounded amount of absorptions as the
following argument shows
Let x
i
 M

y
i
 and let X  fx
i
  i   j x
i

  g By the
hypothesis of this case X has at least two elements Let   minfjx  x

j j
x x


 X x  x

g be the minimum distance of two elements from X
Letm 	  be an integer such that r
m
  After absorbingm digits from
the argument matrixM has changed into
!
M  M A where A is the product
of the m digit matrices Now y
i


!
M  i x
i

 A  Since A is
ane with derivative r
m
 A  is an open interval of length r
m
 
Since  is the minimum distance between elements of X A  contains
at most one of the x
i
 hence
!
M  contains at most one of the y
i
 and
thus
!
M may emit a sign matrix This shows that at most m  blog
r
c
argument digits must be absorbed before the sign matrix of the result can be
emitted After this we are back in the case of Theorem 
Summarising the arguments of this section yield the following theorem
Theorem  Let M be a non
singular matrix applied to an argument x in
R

 In order to emit n   digits of Mx in base r at least the sign matrix
of x and at most n k further digits from x must be absorbed where k is an
integer constant independent from x
 Case Study Doubling
As a case study let us consider the computation of x from x ie the ap
plication of M 






to x using base r   While this computation is
a triviality in the mantissaexponent approach of Rarithmetic a more elab
orate analysis is needed in case of R

arithmetic We distinguish four cases
according to the sign matrix of the argument x
Case x  S

u
After absorbing S








into M  we get M

 M 






 The four
key values are x

 M


   x

 M


 


 x

 M


   and
x

 M


  


 From these four values three x

 x

 and x

 are

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in   Hence no sign matrix can be emitted from M

 The minimum
distance is  


 and therefore theory says that at most blog



	
c  
digits of u must be absorbed to guarantee the emission of the sign matrix of
x In fact the following case analysis shows that one digit suces
Subcase x  S

A


v
M

A


is M








after cancelling a factor of  For this matrix the
four key values are x








   x

  x

  and x

  Since
only x

is in   sign matrix S

can be emitted The resulting matrix is
S

M






















 This matrix is rening with exp  
and con   Theorem  says that from now on between n   and n  
further absorptions are needed to obtain n result digits
Subcase x  S

A


v
M

 A


is the identity matrix after cancelling a factor of  This matrix is
rening so that the sign matrix S

can be emitted Since exp  con  
Theorem  says that n or n   absorptions are needed for n emissions Of
course we know that n absorptions are sucient in case of the identity matrix
Subcase x  S

A


v is symmetric to x  S

A


v
Case x  S

u
After absorbing S








into M  we get M








with M










The four key values are x

 M


   x

 M


  


 x

 M


 
 and x

 M


   Since only x

is in   sign matrix S

can
be emitted giving S

M








 This matrix is rening with exp 


and
con   Hence Theorem  tells that between n  and n   absorptions
are needed to obtain n result digits
Case x  S

u
After absorbing S








into M  we get M








with M










Hence the four key values are     Only x

  is in   and
so sign matrix S

can be emitted giving S

M








up to a common
factor of  Since this matrix is rening with exp  con 


 Theorem 
tells that n  or n absorptions are needed for n emissions Because






is
the digit matrix A


 we know that exactly n  absorptions are needed for n
emissions the rst emission is A


 producing the identity matrix
Case x  S

u is symmetric to x  S

u
This analysis shows that for M 






 the constant k in Theorem  is
at most  The worst case is subcase x  S

A


v where at most n
absorptions are needed for n emissions which gives n  since the rst digit
matrix has already been absorbed to get into this subcase
 Contractivity of Tensors
As in the case of matrices the notion of contractivity of a tensor is used to
obtain upper bounds for the number of absorptions needed to obtain a certain
number of emissions

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 Denition and Simple Properties
A main property of the contractivity of matrices is jMxMyj  conM 
jx  yj for bounded M and x y in   To obtain a similar property for
bounded tensors T  we compute for x

 x

 y

 y

in  
jT x

 y

 T x

 y

j  jT x

 y

 T x

 y

j jT x

 y

 T x

 y

j
 jT j
y

x

 T j
y

x

j jT j
x

y

 T j
x

y

j
 conT j
y

  jx

 x

j conT j
x

  jy

 y

j
 con
L
T  jx

 x

j con
R
T  jy

 y

j
where con
L
T  sup
y	

conT j
y
 and con
R
T  sup
x	

conT j
x
 As a
consequence we obtain
T I  J  con
L
T  I  con
R
T  J
for bounded T and intervals I J    In particular we have
T  

  con
L
T  con
R
T  
Thus if T is rening with con
L
T  con
R
T 

r
 then T  

 is a subin
terval of   with length 

r
 and therefore is contained in A
r
k
  for
some k ie T may emit digit A
r
k

Proposition  A rening tensor T with con
L
T  con
R
T 

r
may emit
at least one digit in base r Note that the hypothesis is in particular satised
if con
L
T and con
R
T are below

	r

 Absorptions and Emissions
To obtain the desired estimations it is important to know how con
L
and con
R
are aected by absorptions and emissions Here we concentrate on con
R
 the
proofs for con
L
are analogous
For bounded T 

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

 we have T j
x


axe
bxf
cxg
dxh

 and thus
conT j
x
 
jaxedxhbxfcxgj
dxhjbxf j

 Unfortunately it is tedious and dicult
to compute con
R
T  sup
x	

conT j
x
 from this expression The reason
is that the expression is not necessarily monotonic in x and therefore the
supremum may be attained at a value dierent from the two end points x  
and x   At least it is obvious that the supremum is a welldened real
number not since for bounded T  it is the supremum of a continuous real
valued function on a compact interval The corresponding result for base
interval  would be less obvious
Even without having a simple closed formula for con
R
T  it is possible to
derive its main properties from those of the contractivity of matrices
Let M be a bounded matrix and T a rening tensor whence M  T is a
bounded tensor For any x in   we have MT j
x
 M  T j
x
 Recall
conM  T j
x
  conM  conT j
x
 with equality if M is ane Forming the
supremum over x in   on both sides we get con
R
M T   conM con
R
T
	
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with equality for ane M  Specialising M to the ane matrix A
r
k


with
contractivity r yields


If T is a rening tensor and
!
T results from T by emitting a digit in base r
then con
R
!
T  r con
R
T holds
Now consider absorption from the right If T is a bounded tensor and
M a rening matrix then T
R
M is bounded For any x in   we have
T
R
Mj
x
 T j
x
M  whence conT
R
Mj
x
  conT j
x
  conM  Forming the
supremum over x in   on both sides we get con
R
T
R
M  con
R
T conM 
Specialising M to the digit matrix A
r
k
with contractivity

r
yields


If T is a rening tensor and
!
T results from T by absorbing a digit in base
r from the right then con
R
!
T 

r
con
R
T holds
For absorption from the left note that T
L
Mj
x
 T j
Mx
 Hence
con
R
T
L
M  sup
x	M 

conT j
x
  con
R
T if M      ie
if M is rening Digit matrices are rening and so we get


If T is a rening tensor and
!
T results from T by absorbing a digit from the
left then con
R
!
T  con
R
T holds
These results are sucient to derive an upper bound for the number of
absorptions needed to lead to the possibility of at least n emissions Let T be
a rening tensor and let m
R
and m
L
be two integers such that con
R
T 
r
m
R
	r
n
and con
L
T 
r
m
L
	r
n
 After m
L
absorptions from the left and m
R
absorptions
from the right we have a tensor
!
T with con
R
!
T 

	r
n
and con
L
!
T 

	r
n
 By
Prop 	 and the result about emissions
!
T can emit at least n digits These
arguments lead to the following result
Theorem  Let T be a rening tensor applied to arguments x and y from
  In order to emit n digits of T x y in base r at most ndlog
r
	 con
L
T e
digits from x and n  dlog
r
	 con
R
T e digits from y must be absorbed This
gives a total number of at most n dlog
r
	 con
L
T e dlog
r
	 con
R
T e LFT
operations
In the following we consider two specic examples The rst is mean value
computation T x y 


x  y ie T 










 This tensor is rening
with T j
x




x


 whence conT j
x
 






 and thus con
R
T 


 By
symmetry we also have con
L
T 


 and Theorem 	 tells that at most n
digits from each of x and y are needed to compute n digits of


x y giving
a total of at most n  LFT operations
The second example is multiplication T x y  xy ie T 











which is rening We have T j
x


x




 whence conT j
x
 
jxj


 jxj and
thus con
R
T   By symmetry con
L
T is also  and therefore at most n
digits from each of x and y are needed to compute n digits of xy giving a
total of at most n 	 LFT operations

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 Working with Sign Matrices
So far we have applied rening tensors to arguments from   so that no
sign matrices were needed In the case of nonsingular matrices we could
reduce the general case to the rening case in a constant number of operations
Unfortunately this is not possible for tensors Consider for instance the
tensor T 










for division This tensor is undened for the argument
pair   since T   


  In the sequel we show that this singularity
induces a singularity in complexity in particular for x y    there is
no upper bound in the number of argument digits required to emit the rst
result digit
Since T is undened at   it cannot emit anything without absorbing
something Suppose that the rst k digits of x and the rst l digits of y are
A
r

 After having absorbed those k digits from the left and l digits from the
right T becomes



r
l


r
k



 This tensor is still undened at   and thus
cannot emit anything without absorbing further argument digits Therefore
the division tensor T can only start to emit digits after having found the
rst nonzero digit in at least one argument For arguments close to  
this can happen arbitrarily late so that there is no uniform upper bound
for the complexity of computing even the rst digit of T x y for x y 

 

n f g
Note that this unfortunate behaviour is not conned to division It also
happens for multiplication near the argument pairs  and   and for
addition near 
 Innite Tensor Expressions
Consider a function f      given by an innite tensor expression
x 
Q

n
T
n
j
x
  where all tensors T
n
are rening If all tensors T
n
have the property that at most k   digits from their right argument are
needed to compute k digits of their result then f is computable To compute
k digits of
Q

n
T
n
j
x
  at most k   digits of
Q

n
T
n
j
x
  are
needed hence at most k  digits of
Q

n
T
n
j
x
  etc nally no digits
of
Q

nk
T
n
j
x
  are needed ie the tensors T
k
 T
k
etc need not be
considered any more In the following we shall consider some specic examples
using base r  
	 Exponential
Recall from Section  that
e
x
 S

Q

n
T
n
j
x
  for x in   where
T
n









	n

 Here we have
T
n
j
x



x
x
	n 

 conT
n
j
x
 
x

	n  jxj

 con
R
T
n


	n 


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T
n
j
y



y

	n 

 conT
n
j
y
 
	n  
	n  jyj

 con
L
T
n

	n 
	n 

Applying Theorem 	 we see that T

needs at most k   digits from x and
k   digits from T

to produce k output digits The remaining tensors are
more ecient For n   T
n
needs at most k digits from x and k   digits
from T
n
to produce k output digits Hence we get the following scheme for
even k
emit absorb from x absorb from the right
T

k k   k  
T

k   k   k
T

k k k  
T

k   k   k  	












T


k
  
Thus for x in   e
x
needs at most k digits from x to produce k result
digits For the computation at most

	
k




k LFT operations are needed
the sum of all numbers in the table
	 Square Root
Using the base interval 
p
x can be obtained as
Q

n
T
n
j
x
 with
T
n











 or T
n











 In both cases T
n
does not depend
on n Here we work with the second tensor because it has better contractiv
ity
Since all the tensors T
n
are identical some work can be saved by considering
the innite tensor expression as a feedback loop y  T x y instead of as
an innite product  This means that it suces to work with just one
instance of the tensor once a digit A has been emitted from T giving A

T  it
is immediately absorbed into the tensor from the right giving A

T
R
A
Usually A may be emitted if A

T is rening In the case of a feedback
loop this condition may be relaxed to A

T
R
A being rening  This means
that some emissions may be done earlier increasing performance
The tensor expression introduced at the beginning uses base interval 
Using the methods of Section  it can be transformed to the base interval
  The result is
p
S

x  S

Q

n
T j
x
  for x in   with T 










 ie T x y 
x
xy
 This tensor is rening with
T j
x



x
x


 detT j
x
  x

and conT j
x
 
x

 jxj

 con
R
T  
T j
y



y



 detT j
y
   and conT j
y
 

 jyj

 con
L
T  

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Note that both determinants detT j
x
 and detT j
y
 are nonnegative and
thus T x y is increasing in x and y
By Theorem 	 T needs at most k   digits from its left argument
and k   digits from its right argument to produce k result digits For the
evaluation of the feed back loop y  T x y the upper bound for digits from
the right must be k Thus we do not know so far that the loop can be
evaluated for any argument x in  
Assume that the given representation of the argument x starts with the
digit A


 Absorbing this digit into T yields a tensor
!
T 








	

with
con
!
T j
x
 
x

	jxj

and con
!
T j
y
 
	
	jyj

 whence con
R
!
T 


and con
L
!
T 
	

 Theorem 	 implies that
!
T needs at most k   digits from its left ar
gument and k   digits from its right argument to produce k result digits
Thus the evaluation of the loop is possible in this case It needs at most k
LFT operations to produce k output digits k   absorptions from x and k
emissions with subsequent k   absorptions from the right
Going back to the original loop y  T x y we may ask what happens if
the given argument does not start with digit A


 A careful analysis shows that
the computation is also possible for such arguments but less ecient than in
the case of start digit A



First let us see what function is dened by y  T x y Actually it is not
square root itself since we have
p
S

x  S

y for x in   Hence we
obtain for fx  y the following equation
fxS


p
S

x


w  
w  
where w 
r
  x
 x

p
  x
p
 x
p
  x
p
 x


p
 x

x

x
 
p
 x

Function f maps   onto itself with f   f   and f  
Using the last expression its derivative can be computed as
f

x 

 
p
 x

 
p
 x


This shows that f is increasing Because of f

 


and f

   we
see that f has small slope near  but huge slope near the ends  This is
the reason why evaluation of f is more ecient near  than near the two end
points
The partial correctness of the proposed implementation of f by T can
easily be veried by showing that for x y in   y  fx holds if and
only if y  T x y Recall con
R
T   whence the derivative of T j
x
 y 
T x y is at most  for all x y in   Thus T j
x
is above the diagonal
y  y for y  fx and below for y  fx This shows
fx  y  T x y  y and fx 	 y  T x y 	 y 

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From these statements we may conclude
fI  J  T I J  J for intervals I J   
For a proof let I  x

 x

 and J  y

 y

 The left hand side means
fx

 	 y

and fx

  y

 Since T is increasing in both arguments the right
hand side means T x

 y

 	 y

and T x

 y

  y

 By  both sides are
equivalent
Now consider evaluation of the loop y  T x y Assume that n digits
A

l

     A

l
n
of the result were emitted and absorbed from the right while m
digits A

k

     A

k
m
of x were absorbed from the left This is possible if and
only if for all i  n there is j  m such that
A

l
i


   A

l



T
L

A

k

  A

k
j

R

A

l

  A

l
i


is rening j is the number of digits of x that must be absorbed before emission
of A

l
i
becomes possible
With I
j
 A

k

  A

k
j
  and J
i
 A

l

  A

l
i
  condition  is
equivalent to T I
j
 J
i
  J
i
 By  this may be replaced by fI
j
  J
i

Finally since I
m
 I
j
for all j  m and J
n
 J
i
for all i  n the criterion
i  n j  m  fI
j
  J
i
is equivalent to fI
m
  J
n

This result shows that in some sense the realisation of f by the loop
y  T x y is optimal once x is known to be in some interval I
m
 the loop
emits exactly the amount of digit matrices that corresponds to the information
that fx is in fI
m

The result can be used to derive quantitative information about the number
of emitted digits by the following general argument Let  be the length of
fI
m
 Since the length of J
n
is 
n
 we get   
n
in case of fI
m
  J
n

which implies that at most   dlog

e digits can be emitted On the other
hand if   
n
 then at least n digits can be emitted which means that at
least dlog

e can be emitted This shows that the number of emitted digits
can be predicted up to an uncertainty of  once the length of fI
m
 is known
Since the length of I
m
is 
m
 the length  of fI
m
 can be estimated by
the mean value theorem
  
m
sup
x	I
m
f

x and  	 
m
inf
x	I
m
f

x 
The derivative f

is symmetric f

x  f

x decreasing for x   in
creasing for x   and has global minimum f

 


 While f

tends to 
as x goes to  we still have f



	
   Hence we have 
m
   
m
for
I
m
 

	


	
 which means that m   m or m   digits may be emitted
Putting this the other way round n n or n digits have to be absorbed
in order to emit n digits The condition I
m
 

	


	
 for this result is satised
for arguments starting with the digits A


 or A


A


 or A


A


 or A


A


A



or the symmetric sequences starting with A



For intervals I
m
not contained in 

	


	
 one has to do some more work
The m digits A

k

     A

k
m
multiply to a matrix



K

m

where K 
P
m
j
k
j


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
mj
 Hence I
m
is the interval 
K

m

K

m
 The possible values of K cover
all integers with jKj  
m
  By symmetry we restrict to the case K 	 
In this case the supremum sup
x	I
m
f

x is f


K

m
 For K  
m
  this
is innite we treat this as a special case below For K  
m
  we have
f


K

m
  f



m


m
 so that we get
 
m
 f



m


m




m
 
p
 
m
 


m

p
 
m
 


m



m
p

m
 
m


p

m
 
 
m
In the special case K  
m
  the length is computed explicitly without
using the derivative
 f


m

m

 f


m


m



p
 
m
 


m

m
 
m


m

p

m
 
m
 


m
 

 
p
	  
m
 	

m
 
 
p

m
  

m
 
 
w  
w

 
where w 
p

m
 


w  


p

m
   
 
m
In both cases we have   
m
which means that at leastm digits can
be emitted Put the other way round this means that at most n   digits
must be absorbed to emit n digits Looking at the last chain of inequations
one sees that this bound is sharp for x  
Summarising we see that the evaluation of fx is possible for all x in
  even for the two end points For jxj 

	
 about n  absorptions are
needed to produce n digits while for jxj   about n   absorptions are
required These results can be translated back to square root With S



	
  
and S



	
 


 one obtains
Theorem  The function
p
x is computable for all x in  including
the two end points To produce n digits of
p
x about n   digits of x are
needed if x is between  and  and about n   digits of x if x is close to
 or  this is the worst case

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